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Abstract 

One of the future challenges Sweden is facing is the demographic change. More and more people 

are getting older and less of the population is in working age. For the public sector that is mainly 

tax finance this might lead to a lower financial budget in the future. Therefore, the public sectors 

are request to innovate new process, service and the methods that will increase the quality, 

efficiency and are more users friendly. During the last years there have been several debates in 

Sweden about the situation in the public sector. There have been several indications that there is a 

decreased quality in the service the public sector deliver. The management and organizational 

structure is by many critics blamed for the decreased quality. This made me curious to explore 

the how employees openness, creative and pro-active behavior get affected of the organizational 

pattern.  

 

This study is conducted with qualitative method where I analyzed interviews conducted with 

employees in the public sector. My findings are that the organizational pattern creates an unclear 

objectives, counterproductive behavior, and loss of self-confidence, and feeling of uncertainty. I 

understand that the public sector needs to develop a basic structure that enhances the employee’s 

openness, creative and pro-active behavior. A balance between trust and control from 

stakeholders can be a way of enhancing a pro-active behavior in the employee in the public 

sector.  
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1 Introduction 
 

During the last years there have been several debates in Sweden about the situation in the public 

sector. There have been several indications that there might be a decreased quality in the service 

the public sector deliver. On the other hand, positive result in the public sector might not be 

published in media as often as bad results. For example the quality in school has been in debate 

and Skolverket
1
 describes in press release about the PISA

2
 results;  

“Swedish 15-year-olds perform below the OECD average in an additional PISA test that 

tests students' ability to solve problems. This ability has a strong connection to, among 

other things, to critical thinking, creativity and perseverance. 

- It is a worrying result for Swedish students in this field to perform below average. 

Problem-solving has increasingly been recognized as important for success in education 

and employment. This new study has given us an important signal, says Helen Ängmo, 

Director General of National Agency for Education.”  

      (Skolverket, 2013, n.p.). 

Also the care has been criticized and several doctors and nurses warn of defects in quality.  

“The Medical group of Medicine and Surgery has recently had a meeting where we 

unanimously concluded that it is no longer medically safe at the emergency room in 

Gävle. Today we are close to renounce the medical responsibility for the activities. We 

would in no way blame neither the new nurses nor those already experienced that stayed, 

for the situation. We believe that the situation with the lack of medical safety in its entirety 

is an expression of a lack of understanding and capability from the management of the 

emergency room, to resolve the situation”  (Wilhelmson, 2014, n.p.). 

                                                           
1
 General of National Agency for Education in Sweden.  

2
 “The Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) is a triennial international survey 

which aims to evaluate education systems worldwide by testing the skills and knowledge of 15-
year-old students. To date, students representing more than 70 economies have participated in 
the assessment (http://www.oecd.org/pisa/aboutpisa/)[14-05-15].  
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This alarming situation in Gävle Hospital arose when a majority of experienced nurses left the 

organization and was replaced with less experienced nurses. The physicians are underling that 

there is a “lack of understanding and capability from the management to resolve the situation” 

(Wilhelmson, 2014, n.p.). In order describe and increase the understanding how a public 

organization work, my aim is to describe the basic organizational patterns in a public 

organization in the paragraph 1.2. 

1.2 A public organization 

 

According to Petterson, Leppänen, Jönsson and Tranqvist (2006) the public sector has specific 

organizational structure that directly and indirect affect the employee way of working. A public 

organization is highly political as they are controlled and their strategic decisions are made by 

political associations in the government and commune. The associations in the governments are 

constantly evaluated by the public, which also elected the political associations in the government 

and communes. Therefore, the associations create rules on how the public organizations should 

organize in order to ensure that the public opinion and interest is taking in to account. This leads 

that a public organization is highly controlled by government and commune rules and current 

directions. Furthermore, a public organization also has high demands on transparency in their 

work process that is partially regulated by law.  In order to make sure that a public organization 

meets the transparency requirement there is government controlling organizations that control the 

work processes.  (Petterson, Leppänen, Jönsson & Tranqvist, 2006).  

So what are the current direction and interest in the public sector management in Sweden? Lars 

Strid, Project Manager in the area for Quality and Result, at Sveriges Kommun och Landsting, 

SKL
3
, is critical to the focus from the management on measuring and monitoring in the public 

sector and argues that in the future the control is going to increase. Lars Strid describes: 

“Today we have too much focus on controlling measures in relation to the dimensions 

that are important from the user's (customer) perspective. We collect an incredible 

                                                           
3
 
3
 An employer organization for municipalities, counties and regions in Sweden. 
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amount of “unnecessary” information instead of looking into real results”   

     (Lindh, 2014, p. 31)  

 

1.2.2 The consequences of focusing on measuring and monitoring  

 

Sten Widman, Professor, Department of Political Science, Frida Widmalm, PhD economist and 

Thomas Persson, Associate Professor, Department of Government, from Uppsala University is in 

a debate article arguing that “the welfare is undermined by our focus on the evaluations”. 

Futhuremore, Widman, S., Widman, F. and Persson (2014) argue that the in public sector the 

focus on evaluations has increased and there is sign that this has lowered the quality. Widman, S., 

Widman, F. and Persson (2014describes that more employees in the public sector is “spending 

their work time on wrong stuff.  Doctors and teacher spend maximum 50 percent of their work 

time to meet clients or students” (ibid, n.p.).  The authors underlines that an increased budget in 

the public sector will probably not increase the quality. One reason is the implications of the 

evaluation environment.  The employees are not spending their work time on task that can 

increase the quality. Instead they are producing documents; some because they are afraid of the 

consciences if something goes wrong (Widman,S., Widman, F. & Persson, 2014). 

Hans-Åke Scherp, Associate professor of education at Karlstad University, with a special focus 

on school improvement and leadership argue that more control does not solve the problems with 

lower quality in the Swedish schools (Scherp 2014). In a debate article based on his research 

Scherp (2014) describes that the inner motivation of the teacher is “a key driver for both the 

quality of teachers 'work and pupils' knowledge” (ibid, n.p.). Furthermore, Scherp (2014) argue 

that the current management system is emphasizes control, inspections and sanctions in order to 

motivate the employees. This has according to Scherp (2014) created working practices that are 

counterproductive for the quality. “Instead of referring to best practices they work after the 

philosophy “keep a backup documentation for a personal record” (Translated from: “Hålla 

ryggen fri/hålla vargarna borta”) (ibid, n.p.). All items and actions are documented so that a 

correct and detailed account of any given event can be presented at a later stage. This system 
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promotes clarity and transparency and minimizes the risk of false accusations becoming reality 

(Scherp, 2014).  

The implication of the increased control and what an affect it has can be seen in this teacher 

portrayal: 

“What to say? I have worked as a teacher for ten years and I love / loved that job. But I 

finished. It was a bit like breaking up with the first girlfriend. But right now, I would not 

go back. What could be the reason? First, I do not want to be mistrusted. I want that 

principals, school politicians and journalists and others should assume that I'm a 

professional until proven otherwise. Now the situation is something is wrong unless 

proven otherwise. This leads to a situation when you should document everything you do, 

so that you can prove that nothing improper has occurred. There is no clear accusation, 

so in anticipation of a potential criminal charge (any) one must show that you have never 

done anything wrong. We should be writing educational plans, even though everyone 

knows that teaching cannot follow a plan. The educational plan must continuously 

reschedule on the basis of prerequisites. Any way it must be submitted in a small paper 

that describes something which in fact will not occur” (Kant, 2012, n.p.). 

So what can the implication of this control and evaluation climate have on the employee in the 

public sector? A study conducted by scientist Marika Melin and Wanja Astvik at Stockholm 

University about the work environment for social advisors (cited in Holmgren, 2014) concluded 

that “when resources are not sufficient to do a good job, and in the absence of a dialogue on how 

the work should be improved, is emerging a culture of silence, stress, sick leave and high staff 

turnover (Melin and Astvik, cited in Holmgren, 2014, n.p.). Melin and Astvik (cited in 

Holmgren, 2014) underlines that when the employee felt that they couldn’t accomplish their work 

in line with the professional expectation/values together with feeling that their views of potential 

improvement where neglected by the management. Another study for the public sector shows that 

that there is an indirect link between “development-oriented leadership” (Åkerlind, 2010 p.2) 

style and sick leave in the public sector. The study shows that appreciation for the employed 

performance, encouraging the employed to participate in important decisions and coaching the 

employed to develop their skills, has implication for the employees’ health. Through this 
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leadership style the employee might interpret the climate as positive in the team, which affected 

their well-being and health, which gave a lower sick leave level in the group. Furthermore, this 

also affects how the employee interpreted resource constraints and demands from customers. 

With a positive climate resource constraints and demands from customers did feel less 

incompatible for the employee (Åkerlind et al 2010).  

1.3 Future challenges in the public sector 

 

In 2012 the Swedish government published the “National Innovation Strategy”, which is based 

on the European Framework for Research and Innovation “Horizon 2020”. The vision with the 

strategy is to develop the innovative climate in Swedish to handling the challenges in the future. 

The future challenges identified and therefore focused on is “address global social challenges 

create competiveness and jobs in a global knowledge economy and deliver public service with 

increased quality and efficiency” (Näringsdepartementet, 2012 p. 7). As this research is in the 

public sector, I will give the reader a deeper explanation of the last challenge. Sweden is facing a 

demographic challenge as the population is getting older and older, which means that less of the 

populations will be in the professional working age. In year 2030, 20 percent of the Swedish 

residents are forecast to be in retirement age or older. This has a big effect on the public sector as 

they are mainly tax financed. The Swedish government summaries that the demographic 

challenges “involves considerable demands on innovation and renewal in order to deliver public 

services with efficiency and quality in the context of public engagement” (Näringsdepartementet, 

2012 p. 42). The innovation strategy defines innovation in the public sector as the capability to 

successfully incorporate new process, services and methods. The process, service and the 

methods must increase the quality, efficiency and be more users friendly. The process or service 

does not have to completely innovative; it can be new perspectives on an existing problem in 

order to increase the quality, efficiency and user friendliness. According to the strategy the 

innovation level can increase through a development of the management, leadership practices and 

the work organization (Näringsdepartementet, 2012 p. 42). 

One other challenge for the public sector is recruitment. In 2010 the welfare sector in Sweden 

employed around 1.1 million people. Svergies Kommun och Landsting, SKL, underline that the 

welfare sector in Sweden due to retirements need to recruit around 420 000 in to their 
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organization during the period from 2010-2019. The public sector needs to be an attractive 

employer in order to attract and retain new employees (Josephsson, 2012). Earlier studies of 

employee commitment to the organization shows that different generation groups have different 

requirements on the degree of participation in order to engage in the organization (Horstein & De 

Guerre 2006). According Horstein and De Guerre (2006) generation Y ”show sign of being the 

first demographic group to expect and demand more participative demographic structures” (ibid, 

p.1). Gilbert (2011) is describing that managers and human resource professionals need to 

consider the millennial’s
4
 needs and “carefully manage the engagement drivers and threats” 

(ibid, p.26), because of the differences in the generation groups. Gilbert (2010) is underlining that 

the millennial´s have a need to express their creative expression by working with new and 

complex issues where their creative solutions are needed.   

As a brief summary of the problematic in the public sector 

There is a strong focus on measuring and monitoring in the public sector, which might have led 

to a lower quality. The public sector has the challenge to incorporate new service and processes 

in order to meet new demand and lower financial budgets. The public sectors also need to be an 

attractive employee due to the recruitment challenge. A study from the public sector shows that 

“when resources are not sufficient to do a good job, and in the absence of a dialogue on how the 

work should be improved, is emerging a culture of silence, stress, sick leave and high staff 

turnover (Holmgren, 2014, n.p.). On the other hand, a study about “development-oriented 

leadership” (Åkerlind et al, 2010, p.2) has shown to create a positive climate, which helps the 

employees to interpreted resource and demands from customer as less incompatible. By 

encouraging the employed to participate in important decisions and coaching the employed to 

develop their skills the employee’s well-being increased.  

With the debate about the quality of the public sector as a background along with the challenges 

of the future, I ask myself; can a creative leadership be a way to develop the public sector to 

better the quality? Rasulzadas and Dackert (2009) are stressing that enhancing condition for 

organizational creativity and innovation does not only create competitive advantages for the 

                                                           
4
 Millennial generation, also commonly known as Gen-Y and includes births from 1982 – 2000 (Gilbert, 

2010 p. 26)  
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organization, but it might also to create improved psychological well-being for the employee. By 

creating trustful and open environment, where the employee feels that her/his ideas are 

appreciated, might increase the employee confidence to handle unplanned situations at work. 

This increase confident may result in to a perceived well-being (Rasulzadas & Dackert, 2009). 

Mats Alvesson, Professor in Leadershp (in Nylander, 2010) underlines that creative leadership is 

about;   

[…] thinking independently. It is not to follow the mainstream and instead create yourself. 

Adapting leadership to the circumstances. It is particularly important in a difficult-driven 

organization that school” (Alvesson, in Nylander, 2010, n.p.) 

Alvesson (in Nylander, 2010) also underline that a creative leader might be perceived as 

uncomfortable as they challenge the assumptions. But Alvesson (in Nylander, 2010) underlines 

that;  

“Creativity requires disobedience. Creativity is about deviating from the charted and 

conventional, dare to make their own decisions and to be a little more resourceful. The 

pernickety follow directives and plans, risking making the leadership ritual. It seems that 

you are doing something though nothing in the organization develops. Much of the so-

called leadership might look good, but without any significant effects on the outcome.” 

(Alvesson, in Nylander, 2010, n.p.) 

Alf Rehn, Professor in Management (in Nylander, 2010) on the other hand, is question if every 

workplace and all the employees need creativity. Rehn (in Nylander, 2010) argues that the 

creative leadership is about mastering 

“the art to determine whether right now, right here, it needs change and the force that 

creativity brings. Of course the school should be a place where creativity is allowed but 

this must not become an end in itself. If the basic processes of an organization does not 

work so we should probably focus on them first and creative development later on” 

(Rehn, in Nylander, 2010, n.p.). 

Alvesson (in Nylander, 2010)  underlines that creative leadership is important style for a complex 

organization as the school, but Rehn (in Nylander, 2010)  stresses the importance to have a basic 
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structure in the organization that is working before having a creative development. Maybe a 

creative leadership style can confront the assumptions in the public sector and lead the 

organization forward?  These two different views of the creativity in a public organizations leads 

to the purpose of this study.  

The purpose of the research is through empirical data describe and understand how employees 

openness, creative and pro-active behavior get affected of the organizational pattern. Finally, 

create foundation for a dialog/framework on how leaders in the public sector can develop their 

leadership in order to enhance creative and innovative behavior in the organization.  

1.4 Research question 

 

Research question one: 

Assuming that the organizational patterns of the public sector are specific to this sector, what is 

the impact of such patterns; i.e. culture, logic of thinking and logic of action on the members of 

these organizations in term of behavioral patterns such as openness, creative initiatives and pro-

acting behavior? 

 

Research question two:  

 

Within the frame of the overall research question, what are the possibilities of a leader to create 

and promote creativity and innovative behavior in the organization?   
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2 Research methods 

2.1  The research process 

 

Arbnor and Bjerke (2009) define the researcher as “The creator of knowledge”. To able to 

become a creator of knowledge, Arbnor and Bjerke (2009) underline the importance to “adopt 

basic methodological thinking, be creative, open, aware and self-reflecting” (Arbnor & Bjerke, 

2009 p. 50). I see myself together with the participants in this study as a creator of a substantive 

theory. As the aim is to create a substantive theory, which means that I will do a comparative 

analysis between different groups that work in the public sector in order to discover new 

knowledge (Glaser & Strauss, 2006). This means that my personal skill and experience in 

analyzing, gathering and coding the data will affect the outcome of this research. Therefore, I 

reflect over my part in the research, my pre-assumption and awareness for different opinions. 

This study started with my interest over people’s behavior in different context and situations. My 

own experience, private and in a work setting, is that my own behavior is affected depending on 

what context and situation I am in. This experience and feeling became the base for this thesis, as 

it aroused my curiosity in how other people understand their behavior in different context and 

situations. During this Master year I have gained a deeper knowledge of how the leader affects 

the individual behavior in an organization. During the lecture and workshop we had in creativity, 

I reflected over how my own creative behavior is affected by the environment in the organization. 

By reading articles and discussing with professors, fellow student, family and friends about 

creativity, leadership and organizational environments, I understood of how much the 

environment in the organization affected my behavior. Through previous work experience, I have 

experienced that low autonomy, low trust in relationships between staff, lack of humor and 

playfulness, and low tolerance for other ideas and experience, has great effect on my own pro-

active behavior. I chose the public sector as empirically collection area for two different reasons. 

One is that I worked in a public organization, which gave me some insight in organization 

patterns and behavior in a public organization. One other reason is my interest in the debate in the 

society about public sector commitment. By reading debates in different media, but also by 

discussions with family and friends that work in the public sector, about the ongoing 

development of the public sector, I found that area interesting for research.  
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2.2 Research design  

 

The outcome of this research, a foundation for a dialog/framework on how leaders in the public 

sector can develop their leadership in order to enhance creativity and innovative behavior in the 

organization, is conducted with an inspiration of the Grounded Theory approach. Creswell (2014) 

describes that Grounded theory is “a qualitative strategy in which the researcher derives a 

general, abstract theory of a process, action or interaction grounded in the view of the 

participants in a study” (ibid, p.243). In order to generate the framework of different views and 

experiences I studied documents of previous conducted interviews from the public sector. My 

initial sampling was a meeting and a discussion with a colleague working in the public sector. 

During this meeting we talk about her view of the organizational patterns, leadership and how it 

affected her behavior. She describe that the organization is hierarchic and political and that she 

therefore feel lower motivation to have come with suggestions on how to improve the work place 

and tasks. She had a feeling that it was “pointless” and her opinion “does not matter” for her head 

of the department. She also expressed that her manager had made a decision not to be a “present” 

manager in a physical and emotional way. In the physical way, as they were not located in the 

same building and in the emotional way as the manager chose not to be a “present manager”.  She 

experience an emotional distant between them and that the manager made a decision to keep that 

distant. This meeting was my starting point for the theoretical sampling in this study. Charmaz 

(2006) describes that the initial sampling 

“Provides a point of departure, not a theoretical elaboration and refinement […] Initial 

sampling in grounded theory is where you start, whereas theoretical sampling directs you 

where to go” (Charmaz, 2006 p.100). 

So from the initial sampling I started reading literature about management and leadership in the 

public sector as I felt that the organizational context had a great impact on my first informant 

understanding. Furthermore, I started gathering empirical data mainly from debates and previous 

research about the public sector. I tried to find data that gave me deep and rich information and I 

therefore only focused on data that was collected through interviews not through surveys with set 

responses. Charmaz (2006) describes rich data as “detailed, focus and full” (ibid, p. 14) A rich 

data will enable deeper analyses as the researcher has a solid empirical material to base the 
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analyses on. Therefore, it important to grasp the participants “views, feelings, intentions and 

action” (ibid, p.14) of the situation. When I was reading and gathering the data I choose to 

rewrite the interviews in to a document in order to be able to constant sort, code and analyze my 

data. This process of rewriting has similarities with Charmaz (2006) definition of memo-writing. 

Memo-writing is a draft of the data and it enables the researcher to compare and analyze the data 

as it is collected. Charmaz (2006) underlines that “memo-writing leads directly to theoretical 

sampling” (ibid p.103). Theoretical Sampling 

“is the process of the data collection for generating theory whereby the analyst jointly 

collects, codes, and analyzes his data and decides what data to collect next and where to 

find them, in order to develop his theory as it emerges”   

(Glaser & Strauss, 2006 p. 45).  

During the memo-writing and the theoretical sampling I was constantly comparing between 

different groups in the data which led to a development of categories. Categories “are 

interpretations of the data” (Glaser & Strauss, 2006 p. 36) that the researcher does and it also 

directs the researcher next step for the researcher.  Charmaz (2006) describes that coding of data 

means that the researcher tries to organize and put together data, in order describe what the 

meaning behind the data is. During the coding process the researcher compares “events and 

views” which might give researcher new interesting insight of possible research area (ibid, p. 3).  

2.3 Qualitative method  

 

This study is conducted with a qualitative method. Chamaz (2006) is stressing that chosen 

method should be based on the purpose of the study. One of the objectives for this study is 

through empirical data explain and understand how the employee’s openness, creative and pro-

active behavior gets affected of the organizational pattern. This means that the study will not test 

current theories in the subject through hypotheses, which is a common objective in a quantitative 

research. A Quantitative method focuses on numbers and on testing relationship between 

different variables. Qualitative method on the other side focuses on word and on subjective 

expressions and interpretations of the participants (Creswell, 2014). By analyzing secondary data 
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the aim is to get a better understanding about the participant’s subjective experience in order to 

get a deeper understanding.   

2.4   Collection of empirical data 

 

I have interpreted and analyzed documents from previous interviews conducted in the public 

sector. This gave me access to a broad reportage as I found documents of interviews from 

different group in the public sector. The access issue to different group was one reason why I 

choose to use secondary data and not to conduct personal interviews.  One other reason for using 

published secondary data is the time restriction. As the interviews documents are published and 

accessible on internet, I could easily go back and review the document again when I found it 

necessary. Secondary data also lowers my researcher reactivity, but on the other hand, potential 

loss of data as visual cues and other symbolic information might have been lost as I did not attend 

in the interview (Berg, 2006). One negative aspect of using secondary data (interview not 

conducted by the writer) is that the data is collected by another investigator which preferences 

and presumptions that is unknown for me. One other problem with secondary interview 

information is that the interview situation cannot be judge. It is difficult to determine the degree 

to which the interviewer influences the interviewee’s answers (Glaser & Strauss, 2006).The 

interviewers for the interviews that I analyzed had different experience and background of 

interviewing which might affect how and what the interviewees answered the questions. I 

presented the interviews with a background description and the aim of the study, in order for the 

reader to judge the interview material better.  

An ethical consideration that I have taken into account is the privacy and anonymity of the 

interviewees. Confidentiality is an “active attempt to remove from the research record any 

elements that might indicate the subject’s identity” and anonymity means “that the object is 

nameless” (Berg, 2006 p.79). In this study all the participants are given anonymity and 

confidentiality, as the interviewee’s haven´t had the opportunity to agree to be part of the study. I 

have in the data collection only chosen interviews where confidentiality is given. The interview 

has been translated from Swedish into English which might have led to translating errors. To 

minimize the risk for loosing important meaning of words, I translated as far as possible word by 

word and reformulate the sentence carefully.  
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3 Theoretical Framework   

3.1 Public Organizations 

 

According to Mintzberg (1974, cited in Petterson, Leppänen, Jönsson and Tranqvist 2006 p. 10) 

public organization can be describe as “professional bureaucracies”. In a professional 

bureaucracy the knowledge and skills of the employee is the main capital of the organization and 

vital for the organization success. One attribute of a professional in a professional bureaucracy is 

that they have fairly high degree of independence and control over their work. Mintzberg (1974, 

cited in Petterson, Leppänen, Jönsson and Tranqvist 2006 p. 11) describes that “control over his 

own work means that the professional work relatively independently of his colleagues, but closely 

with the clients he serves […]” (Mintzberg 1974, cited in Petterson, Leppänen, Jönsson and 

Tranqvist 2006 p. 11). 

Bureaucracy refers according to Bendix (1965)  

“to the universal tendency of men who are employed in hierarchical organizations to 

obey directives and to identify their own interest and ideas with the organization and with 

the all those persons in it who share this identification”  

(Bendix 1965, cited in Styhre 2009 p.17-18.) 

Hall (2012) is stressing that in social science literature there is a tendency to assume that 

bureaucratic organization is an outdated organization structure and that bureaucratic organization 

cannot be successful in the future. Styhre (2009) also describes that; “an organization is not an 

individual with the intrinsic properties, but of a set of principles realized in practice and 

generating societal effects and principles” (Styhre 2009 p. 17). Therefore, it is not possible to 

judge bureaucracy as a hopeless and old fashion way of organizing. On the other hand, Hall 

(2012) is warning for the last 10 years of development in public organization in Sweden. Ehn (in 

Krus 2011, cited in Hall, 2012 p. 22) stressing that the role of the officials in the public 

administration in Sweden is development in to a “new bureaucratic official role” (Translated 

from Nybyråkratisk tjänstemannaroll”). In the new role it is more important to “presenting the 

results in a correct manner than to actually achieve these results (Ehn, in Krus 2011, cited in 
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Hall, 2012 p. 22). The control and reporting system has been implemented to ensure that the 

organization is effective; therefore, the focus how to on present the results rather than achieving 

results, created a counterproductive result. Hall (2012) describes that the public sector has been 

adapting business management practices and that transformed their organizations structure into a 

“management bureaucracy”. One of the movements in the public sector since early 1990 has 

been to decentralize the public sector; therefore there has been an increased need to coordinate 

the different part of the organization. This has led for example to an increased number of 

administrators as managers, economists and human resource officials. Hall (2012) is underlining 

the trend in the private sector of increased numbers of managers has been the same as in the 

public sector, but emphases that countries that has been more modest with the implementation of 

New Public Management (NPM), have less administrators. One explanation is that NPM 

advocates “kvasi market-principal
5
”, which increases the need for control. This has according to 

Hall (2012) increased the bureaucracy in the public sector in Sweden.  

3.2 New Public Management 

 

The public sector implemented New Public Management (NPM) philosophy for several reasons.  

Hood (1995, cited in Almqvist, 2006, p. 21) emphasize that one reason is that previous 

governance methods was not suitable for that fast changing environment around the public sector. 

New information systems and the demand on the organization to able to create and sustain 

networks pressed the public sector to change governance methods. Brunsson (1998, cited in 

Almqvist, 2006, p. 21) are describing that there was a political aspiration to create the 

bureaucratic organizations to become more market focused and more businesslike and therefore 

NPM was implemented. The public sector should create “kvasi markets in order to lower the 

public sector competition in the market” (Power 1997, cited in Almqvist, 2006, p. 21). One other 

explanation for implementation of NPM is described by Hood (1995, cited in Almqvist, 2006, p. 

23). Hood is stressing that NPM was implemented because of criticism to PPA 
6
 and the changed 

                                                           
5
 Kvasi markets differ from other markets because selection of what organization is going to execute the service is 

done by official in the public organization. In many markets the choice of executer is primary a decision made by 
the customer.      
6
 Definition PPA: Progressive Public Administration, which emphasized differences between public and private 

sectors which lead to different business models and organization patterns. PPA also emphasized that reliance from 
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view on governance, monitoring and accounting in the society. Power is calling this change view 

on governance as the “accountingization” shift. Accountingization means “an attempt to make 

visible, break down and categorize costs in areas and activities where these previously been 

aggregated or the more or less undefined” (Power, 1997 cited in Almqvist, 2006, p. 24). 

Almqvist (2006) concludes that NPM aim is to change the public sector management philosophy 

to be more like the management in the private sector. Further, the aim is to shift focus from the 

process to the result. This means that the management is focusing on the objectives of the 

organization and delegates the execution (the construction of the process) on operative level in 

the organization. Greuning (1998, cited in Almqvist, 2006, p. 28) describes that the aim with 

NPM was to make the public sector more rational in their management practices. Rational 

Management is defined as; 

 “Goal-setting to be clear, the objectives will be monitored in a systematic way, the context 

analysis of resources (translate from sambandsanalyser) used and achieved value shall be 

defined. Resource levels, performance levels, and these performance characteristics (quality) 

should be identified and planned, […] and responsibility for the resources to be a lesser degree 

based on trust and a greater extent on the management, control and monitoring”  

(Greuning, 1998 cited in Almqvist, 2006, p. 28). 

Hasselbladh, Bejerot and Gustavsson (2008) is stressing the increased cost control in the public 

sector since the late part of the 1980. One reason for the increased cost control is that the 

responsibility for the budget got decentralized down in the organization. This means each 

function as a schools or hospitals clinic are responsible for the revenues and cost. The 

decentralization together with a regulation that the budget has to be in balance with in three years 

after a finical exceeded has according to Hasselbladh, Bejerot and Gustavsson (2008) created a 

focus on cost in the public sector.  

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                            
the stakeholders to the organization will lower the transactions cost, which will lead to higher efficiency in the 
public organization.   
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3.3 Bureaucratic Organizations   

 

Horstein and Guerre (2006) describes that when the employee has negative emotions like feels 

frustrated, angry and disregard, the employees might create a defensive attitude in order to 

protect them self. The defensive attitude will then affect how they communicate with others and 

it might also create a feeling of “apathy and fatigue” (ibid, p.1). This “apathy and fatigue” 

feeling has a negative affect the employee’s performance, as the employee feel low job 

satisfaction and therefore under underperform. Furthermore, Horstein and Guerre (2006) 

underline that the organizational design has a big impact on the employee’s distress and 

underlining that the traditional bureaucracy increases this distress. A traditional bureaucracy is an 

organization where direction is directed of somebody at least one level above the employee and 

where the levels are formally stated like hierarchies. Even if the employees are empowered over 

their work task in a bureaucracy organization the distress does not decrease. One reason is that 

the manager still has the main responsibly for the employee’s performance and therefore will 

evaluate and give feedback according to how the work accomplished according to the goal. To 

evaluate and give feedback on performance does not give the employees negative behavior and 

emotion, if the employees has “clarity on goal and measures, as well as responsibility for them” 

(ibid, p. 2). This clarity and responsibility does not normally exits in a traditional bureaucracy 

because of the hierarchic levels where management decision is done in the top of the hierarchy 

(Horstein and Guerre, 2006). 

An study shows that that bureaucracy organizations are less productive and had lower intrinsic 

motivation around the employee, than organization that “encourage the employee to do their 

best, have environment of mutual support and respect” (Horstein and Guerre, 2006 p.2). 

Furthermore, bureaucracy organizations tend to have higher cost for employee turnover. One 

explanation for the high turnover might be that low feedback and support might “cause anxiety, 

which, together with low job satisfaction, creates their intentation to change jobs” (ibid, p.3). 

Another reason for increased turnover might be that the organizations values and goals and their 

strategies to reach the goals are not compatible with the employee’s values. If the employees 

choose to continue the employment even if the organization does not represent the value and goal 
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of the employee there is an increased risk for a decreasing job satisfaction, which will affect their 

performance (Horstein and Guerre, 2006 p. 3). 

3.4 Organizational culture 

 

Ortega-Parra & Sastre-Castillo (2013) describes that cooperate culture “refers to a set of values, 

beliefs and behavior patterns that form the basic identity of an organization” (ibid, p.1072). This 

basic identity that has its origin in the founder of the cooperation might get transformed as the 

cooperation develops. According to Ortega-Parra & Sastre-Castillo (2013) cooperate culture is an 

appropriate instrument to enhance organizational commitment and increase the results of the 

organization. Porter et al. (1974, cited in Ortega-Parra & Sastre-Castillo 2013 p. 1073) stress that 

commitment of an employee is characterized by a strong relationship between the employee and 

the organization´s values and goals, willingness from the employees to “undertake substantial 

effort for the organization” (Porter et al. 1974, cited in ibid, p. 1074) and stronger the intentions 

to stay in the organization. This commitment creation can be explained by Exchange theory 

(Blau, 1967, cited in Ortega-Parra & Sastre-Castillo 2013 p. 1073) which state that“ a certain 

“norm of reciprocity” means that someone who feels well treated by a person or an organization, 

experience a sense of reciprocal obligation” (ibid, p. 1073).  

The concept of organizational culture refer to that every organizational has a culture that affect 

the individuals in the organization in “a predictable way”. Culture might affect the behavior of 

the individual in the organization; therefore, the culture might give direction on who is important, 

what is important for the organization and what the reality the organization is in. A well-defined 

and expressed culture suppresses the individual expression of the organization and a strong 

culture can therefore be seen to represent the dominant groups’ value and beliefs of the reality. 

This might be in favor for individual that are supporting the culture, but not for the individual 

members that questioning the current culture as they may get suppressed. The concept of 

organizational culture is focusing on “the source of the norms and rules, in both formal and 

informal groups and understanding the source of such organizational behavior and determinants 

of performance” (Whorton & Worthley, 1981 p. 358)  
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Furthermore, it is according to Ortega-Parra & Sastre-Castillo (2013) important that the 

organizational human resource practices, especially reward system and stated values are 

interpreted of the employee as aligned. If the employees interpreted that human resource 

management practices and values within the organization does not align, the employees will not 

perceive the organizational culture in the right way.    

Ortega-Parra & Sastre-Castillo (2013) describes that cooperate culture can also be used to attract 

employees to the organization that share the same values and beliefs. This shared values and 

beliefs might increase the employee productivity as they are achieving personal satisfaction by 

working in the organization. Therefore, is common that organizations attempts to change their 

formulated values to current trends in the society in order to achieve credibility of potentials 

employees (Ortega-Parra & Sastre-Castillo, 2013). 

3.5 One view of the culture in public sector 

 

According to Whorton & Worthley (1981) the culture in public sector can be explained by the 

paradox situation a public organization is facing. On one hand, a public manager or employee can 

be seen as the “agent for social good” (ibid, p. 358) as they intentions are to solve problems and 

protect the citizen in society. But, on the other hand, public administration sometimes is 

perceived as inefficient and bureaucratic of the public. Therefore, they face pressure to rationalize 

and become more effective, but due to law restrictions and accountability for the social good, the 

rationalize methods might fail, and the manager is blamed to under preform. According to 

Whorton & Worthley (1981) the culture in an organization is highly affected if the organization is 

controlled and restricted by law. The employee’s perception of the controlled and restricted 

environment gives the individual a “cognitive map” (Weick, 1977 cited in Whorton & Worthley, 

1981, p. 359) that directs the employee’s on how the work should be organized and executed. If 

this “cognitive map” interfere or is totally irrational with the employees “common sense”, the 

employee will justify its working action by referring to the organizational culture that legitimizes 

control and restriction of the law over common sense. This legitimizing leads according to 

Whorton & Worthley (1981) to a certain approach to management called “If-Only”.  The “if-

only” approach emerged from the manager’s experience and perception of restriction and 

constrain. The experience and perception of restriction can then be used to explain management 
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response. Whorton & Worthley (1981) point out that “the if-only manager is characterized by the 

use of statements, attributable to the organizational culture, that explain or rationalize the 

paradoxes and inconsistencies in the environment.” An “if-only” statement can be “The budget 

division prevents us from meeting program goals”, “If only the budget division would stop 

setting expenditure ceilings” (ibid, p.359).  

An important part in the “if-only” approach is that there is someone that hinders the manager to 

do what is needed, called “theme”. “Theme” creates barriers for the manager to perform with 

good results.  Therefore, “theme” is perceived from the manager as the cause of inefficiency and 

an explanation for the lack of action from the management. “If-only” attitude can of course be 

realistic interpretation of the restrictions, but it can also progress in to an unrealistic direction and 

be used defend inaction (Whorton & Worthley 1981). According to Whorton & Worthley (1981) 

this paradox environment has significant consequences for the managers in the public sector. One 

implication is that managers in the public sector are facing more challenges than managers 

leading organizations in less paradoxical environments. “If-only” attitudes exist in all kinds of 

organization, public and private. But in the public sector for example the restriction from legal 

system has a greater impact on their behavior and action. Berkley (1981, cited in Whorton & 

Worthley, 1981 p. 360) points out; “In private administration the law generally tells the 

administrator what he cannot do; in public administrator the law tells him what he can do”.  

 

Furthermore, a second implication of the paradox is that managers might to some extend be a co-

creator of this paradoxical environment. Public managers tend to perceive that it’s not “possible 

for them to accomplish as much as business leaders” because of the paradox in the environment, 

and therefore, creates an “inferiority complex” (ibid, p 361). This “inferiority complex” might 

lead that the manager has a negative interpretation on its performance and therefore does not 

stress its own performance and accomplishments. Therefore, the performance of the management 

cannot be valued of the employees and the society which might interpret the management as 

ineffective and poorly performed.  
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3.6 Illegitimate task 

 

Björk, Bejerot, Jacobshagen and Härenstam (2014) stresses that illegitimate task is connected 

with stress and counterproductive work behavior. Illegitimate task are perceived to violent the 

“psychological contract between employer and employees” (idib, p. 263). Through the breach of 

contract the employee might create a feeling to be despised, because the employee has to deal 

with illegitimate work task. A feeling of despised may result in lower self-esteem (Björk et alt., 

2014). Counterproductive behavior is defined by Spector and Fox (2002) as a “behavior intended 

to hurt the organization or other members in the organization” (cited in Semmer et alt, 2010 p. 

71). Illegitimate task is defined as “work task that are not associated with the core of one´s 

occupation or professional identity” (Björk et alt., 2014, p. 263). Illegitimate task is can be 

divided in unnecessary task or unreasonable task. When the employees feel that a work task does 

not make sense or lacking of purpose for the employees the employee defines the task like an 

unnecessary task. Unreasonable task has more to do with the employee’s personal and 

professional identity and status. A person might understand that a task needs to be done, but does 

not feel that is in their professional role to undertake the task. An example can be a teacher 

cleaning the classroom or a doctor looking for hospital beds, task that need to done but not by the 

teacher or doctor.  Unnecessary and unreasonable task are both subjective as it is the employees 

own interpretation of situation that define if the task is illegitimate or not. (Semmer et alt, citied 

in Björk et alt 2014). Björk et alt (2014) argue that one can assume that operational managers 

should have the authority to delegate illegitimate task to subordinate and therefore perceive lower 

degree of illegitimate task. However, Björk et alt (2014) study shows that illegitimate task was 

existing in front-line and middle managers in the public sector and that it is increased with 

perceived organizational shortages. Organizational shortages can be strategic decisions that are 

not worked through before they are implemented, competition over resources and an unfairly 

allocation of the resources, unclear work responsibilities and unclear decisions making.  

 

Semmer, Tschan, Meier, Facchin and Jacobshagen (2010) describes that members in an 

organization have different roles, which indicate what can be expected of the person. On the other 

hand, different roles also indicate what cannot be expected during a normal situation of the 

person. This expectation can be define as the professional role. For many people there is a close 
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relationship between professional roles and social identity, a professional identity. The 

professional identity gives the employee a guide, “a sense of meaning and purpose” (Thoits, 

1991 cited in Semmer et alt, 2010, p. 73). The professional identity might become a part of the 

self and therefore could illegitimate task threaten the personal identity. This strong relationship 

between professional and social identity might lead to that events/tasks that the person connects 

to the professional identity will develop the self-esteem and increase the feeling of pride. On the 

other hand, events/tasks that the person does not connect with the professional identify will create 

stress as the person feel that the event insult the self. Thoits (1991) call the stress “Identity-

threatening stressors” (Thoits 1991, cited in Semmer et alt, 2010 p. 73). According to Semmer et 

alt (2010) stressors that “are associated with the professional identity is less harmful than 

stressor that are not“ (Semmer et alt, 2010 p. 90). Therefore it is important to consider the 

professional identity when communication a task assignment in order to prevent 

counterproductive behavior. Semmer et alt (2010) is stressing that illegitimate task concept is 

“focusing on the task in combination with role-expectations and professional identity” (Semmer 

et alt, 2010 p. 88).  

 

Furthermore, Semmer et alt (2010) is underlining that “task are not illegitimate per se” (ibid, p. 

88). Professional characteristics as experience might affect if the task is interpreted as legitimate. 

If the employee has long experience the role expectation is different comparing to an employee 

with none or less understanding. Also the situation has affected if the task is illegitimate or not. A 

nurse can help a patient with a task outside the role expectations and see the task as legitimate if 

the patient is frail. On the other hand, if the patient could do the task him or herself, the task 

might be as illegitimate. It is the role expectations of the profession that is important if the task is 

legitimate or not. The nurse might find the task to be boring even if it is in the role expectations. 

The difference between boring and illegitimate task is that a task becomes boring if it does not 

fulfill the employees personal need stimulation and variation. A task becomes illegitimate if it 

does not fit in to the professional role expectation and professional group have the tendency to 

develop standards on what is consider like legitimate task or not (Semmer et alt, 2010).  
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4 Interviews from the public sector 

 

In this chapter, three different interviews from the public sector are presented. I choose to present 

every interview separately and every interview starts with a brief background description of the 

aim of the study and interviewees. 

4.1 Interview with Kim, Robin, Charlie, Nour and Alex 

 

Brolin and Fonseca (2014) interviewed five Swedish social advisors and the aim of their study 

was to “examines how New Public Management (NPM) affects the opportunity of social advisors 

to work professionally and how they deal with its influence” (Brolin and Fonseca 2014, p. 8). In 

this study the writer’s conducted interviews with social workers with different level of work 

experience. Kim, Robin, Charlie, Nour and Alex work as social advisors in different 

organizations and in different parts of Sweden.  

 

Kim that has extensive work experience describes that her profession as a social advisor gives her 

focus and a direction;  

 

"A professional social worker has, the client's best interests in mind and work so that 

clients get the best possible help for the problems that the client has. And it is then of 

course in dialogue with clients and partners, but what is best for the clients and the 

client's wishes that will govern the treatment." 

     (Brolin & Fonseca, 2014 p. 28) 

 

Kim (in Brolin and Fonseca, 2014) also underline that the professional role demands the social 

advisor to always argue for what is best for the client. This sometimes means that the social 

advisor has to stand up against management or politicians, which might have a different reference 

point on what is the best for the client. "Is it that the money is not enough then it's our task to tell 

them that determines [...] You have required us to do a job but the money is not enough [...]" 

(Brolin & Fonseca, 2014 p. 41). 
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Kim (in Brolin and Fonseca, 2014) feels that the objective of the organization is unclear. Her 

professional role guides Kim in to always think what the best is for the client, but the 

management focus seems to be on controlling the cost and budget. 

 

“Now we talk about: How can we get away as cheaply possible, what is the shortest 

treatment; Then there is the eternal nagging about short treatment times, cheaper 

treatmentents, and lower costs” 

     (Brolin & Fonseca, 2014 p. 29) 

 

Kim also describes that the different focus between social advisors and management also creates 

different valuation on what a good result is. 

    

"If you ask me what a good result is; it is that I manage to help a person to get better 

situation [...] maybe not all the way, but I think I've done a good job if I manage to get my 

clients, to manage their addiction better. […] So, it is not, if you read the documents that 

are printed at the administrative level. There a good result is that the economy goes 

together. [...] Then it is almost unimportant what happens to the clients. " (Brolin & 

Fonseca, 2014 p. 30) 

 

Nour (in Brolin and Fonseca, 2014) also agree on the statement that the top management mainly 

focusing on controlling the economy. She describes that she got information from the top 

management about the status on the economy.  

 

"Now that you have cost so much and you have so many treatments and does it have to be 

so many treatments right now in the month of November, when the money gets low?" 

    (Brolin & Fonseca, 2014 p. 30) 
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Alex (in Brolin and Fonseca, 2014) describes that the administrative task is taking time from the 

time with the clients and the feeling to be an administrator instead of a social advisor sometimes 

occurs.  

“mostly of my time is spent on handle applications [...] it's people who are in vulnerable 

situations who need support, that's why [...] they are here but I have barely time to meet 

with them [...] I still think it's like five to ten clients that I have not even met”   

    (Brolin & Fonseca, 2014 p. 30) 

  

Alex (in Brolin and Fonseca, 2014) thinks that the administrative task lowers the quality on the 

work that he conducts, as Alex has to compromise in order to keep up with the work load. Alex 

supervisor recommended focusing on paying out the allowances and following up some clients at 

the time in order to handle the work load. Alex feels that this situation creates frustration as all 

clients that contacts Alex need help. Nour (in Brolin and Fonseca, 2014)  is also interpreting that 

the administrative task are negative for the overall quality. Nour is questioning the meaning of 

some of the administration and the documentation;  

 

"[...] sometimes I feel that; for whose sake do I document? Is it the system's sake? The 

client's sake? Or, for my sake? [...] Unfortunately, the feeling is sometimes that you do it 

for the system's sake. BBIC
7
 to be a tool, a means for me ... Can rather be a hindrance 

sometimes ... administering too much [...] you have to fill in a form that a client never 

sees that a supervisor should write on, which will end up being far down in an act 

somewhere where someone will never see it, but I still have to fill out this form for us to 

maintain our license BBIC". 

(Brolin & Fonseca, 2014 p. 33) 

 

Charlie (in Brolin and Fonseca, 2014) describes that the administrative task are not align with 

Charlies interpretation of an professional social advisor. Therefore, Charlie are considering 

                                                           
7
BBIC (Children's Needs in Centre) can be briefly described as a unified system for processing and 

documentation of social services for children. The purpose of BBIC is to strengthen the child's perspective, 

and empowerment of children, adolescents and their families (National Board in 2013, 9f, cited in Brolin & 

Fonseca, 2014 p. 33). 
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leaving the organization and describes;  go to the employment office every night and look for 

other jobs [...] there is no need to document how much ... "(Brolin & Fonseca, 2014 p. 42). 

 

Kim (in Brolin and Fonseca, 2014) that has long work experience is emphasizing that there is 

advantages with the documentation. When Kim started as a social advisor, the documentation 

was incomplete. The information about the clients therefore was bound to the individual advisor 

and created problems when the advisor was on holiday or sick as other social advisor could not 

access the information about the client. On the other hand, Kim underlines that the has to be 

balance in the documentation and explain that her and her colleagues "use to joke sometimes that 

we need not have any clients because we are preoccupied with administering" (Brolin & 

Fonseca, 2014 p. 34). Charlie (in Brolin and Fonseca, 2014) describes that the evaluation of 

quality is the social advisors responsibility and elucidate that this has a big impact on his work;  

 

“Much that binds us to the computer and the office more and more [...]" and that "I 

almost can be happy when people cancel an appointment, because then you have time to 

write instead. This is totally bizarre. Because that's not why you, or not because at least I 

qualified myself to this [...] " (Brolin and Fonseca, 2014 p. 34). 

 

According Charlie (in Brolin and Fonseca, 2014) there is an expectation from the management 

that the social advisor should be a part and be engaged in the development of administrative 

procedures. Charlie describes that he tries “to accomplish the job I have, and then I keep a low 

profile in the rest [...]" (Brolin & Fonseca, 2014 p. 34). One reason for that is that Charlie does 

not think that is professional role includes development of administrative procedures (Brolin and 

Fonseca, 2014). 

 

Robin (in Brolin and Fonseca, 2014) feels that there is a lack of trust from the management and 

politicians over the social advisors work and assessments. Robin describes that there the 

management and the politicians choose to micromanage and direct from the top, which Robin 

interpret as a lack of trust. Furthermore, Robin discus the lack of trust and is questioning if it 

comes from low knowledge about the social advisors profession in the management.  
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"[...] What we do here [on social services] I do not think is accurate [...] agreed with the 

social worker profession that we still have with us [...] we've got a skill [...] we've got a 

profession [… and] we become employees of a municipality because we have that skills, 

so it is the municipality that needs us [...] and then it is interesting, I think [...] to hire 

people who you then do not have the confidence to perform the work that you have 

[brought in] instructed them to do " 

      (Brolin & Fonseca, 2014 p. 38) 

 

Charlie (in Brolin and Fonseca, 2014) refers to a previous work place experience and describes 

how a trustful environment had on impact on the work behavior. The social advisor had the 

chance to organize their own work created dialog groups in order to make good decisions.  

Charlie believes it was the trust from the head of the department over the social advisor 

profession that enables this freedom and way of working. Furthermore, Charlie describes when 

Charlie came back to the organization after a year in a different department and the organization 

had changed.  

   

“So I came back to the department a year later when they had undergone reorganization 

with new head and stuff like that. And when [...] the delegation had shrunk so then we had 

to get permit for everything that cost over five hundred crowns with boss". Charlie tells 

how in practice this meant that the work:  

"[...] Stayed up on so many levels, I could not [...] make my own plans based on 

professional judgment [...] but all the time was the manager with and it was very tough 

standards [...]".  (Brolin & Fonseca, 2014 p. 38) 

 

Charlie (in Brolin and Fonseca, 2014) feels that the management has a different view over what a 

professional social advisor is and that these two different pictures lower Charlies self-esteem due 

to the low support from the management. Also Kim describes (in Brolin and Fonseca, 2014) that 

her picture of professionalism is different to top management, especially when it comes to define 

what a good result is. For the top management a good result is how many client cases Kim close 

per year, which from an economic positive is positive as it indicate that the person is not in need 

of help. Kim describes that when clients disappears (for example homeless clients) there is a 
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tendency to close the case as soon as possible, in order present good results. Kim, on the other 

hand, describes her approach;  

 

“I never think it’s great, because when a client disappears I'm always thinking, maybe 

she's lying dead somewhere ... here we have a person that we could not help. I can also 

use the term 'great' on my clients but that's when I feel I have reached something, […] I've 

actually been able to help this person [...] and she can handle sobriety now, or he has an 

accommodation that works after all these years on the street. Then I think I have done a 

good job. For me it's all the same really how much it cost, how many years it's taken, but 

it's never good when closing a case for a client has completed, violated [contact]. 

      (Brolin & Fonseca, 2014 p. 39) 

 

Both Kim and Robin (in Brolin and Fonseca, 2014) feel that when they criticized how the way 

works is organized, the consequences has been negative. Robin describe that someone that  

 

"[...] expressed their opinion and said a lot and actually not been offered permanent 

employment after that, or who have been bullied, by their immediate supervisor [and] a 

couple of colleagues, to in any way be considered to be unfair if you think one's 

department does not work perfectly " 

(Brolin & Fonseca, 2014 p. 42) 

 

Robin (in Brolin and Fonseca, 2014) feels that the high workload and the organization 

“squareness” affect his desire to develop and progress in work.  

  

"[As a result of the high workload] you do not feel to take the fight and trying to change it 

from within, because it is so stressful ... you do nothave time. You have time to maybe not 

even discuss and think about the environment and about how this affects the clients, and 

how you should have it and what requirements we can have [...] you cannot even bring it 

up because you're so focused on managing the most necessary. "   

(Brolin & Fonseca, 2014 p. 42) 
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Robin (in Brolin and Fonseca, 2014) has created an own way of handling the control from the 

management in order to overcome the different views on how to organize the work. Robin 

chooses to isolate from the work group in order to create self-determination over the work.  

 

"[...] Trying to [...] create my own discussion forum with the clients, you start to work 

more in your office instead for having a conversation with my boss and my other 

colleagues [...] you start to find your own solutions to [...] how to get it as good as 

possible with my client. " (Brolin & Fonseca, 2014 p. 43) 

 

 

Robin thinks that this strategy has a positive short-term advantage as Robin get more 

independence to work after his definition of what a professional social advisor is. Robin also 

feels that the work become more effective as there is no dialogs and discussions with colleagues 

that take time. On the other hand, Robin feels that the strategy make creates a feeling of being 

along and stressed (Brolin and Fonseca, 2014). 

 

4.2 Interview with Inger 

 

Mattson (2014) conducted several interview with people working in the public sector. The aim 

with the research was to describe how the implementation of NPM affected the public sector. 

Mattson (2014) interviewed Inger, who has more than 30 years working experience as a social 

advisor in Sweden. Her current work position is a supervisor for a social advisor department in 

Stockholm.  

 

Inger experience that today's management system made the work more systematic and that this 

may have result in increased quality (in Mattson, 2014). Inger also feel that the approach to their 

clients has changed and describes the following: “Before it was us and them. Now the vision is 

that I contribute with my experience and the clients can choose whether to use them or not” 
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(Mattson 2014, p. 90). Furthermore, Inger explains that the work involves helping clients to 

strengthen the client's relationship with their family members. By supporting the client in their 

reflection on the relationship and the client's own behavior in the relationship, the objective is to 

strengthen the relationship. The support is tailored to the client's needs and development 

(Mattson, 2014). 

 

In order to validate the work with the clients Inger has to translate all contact with the clients, to 

fit in to the documentation templates. Inger describes that;  

“I feel that I spend much work time to fit into the model and to find a language that fits 

the model”    (Mattson 2014, p. 91).  

Inger describes (in Mattson, 2014) an occasion when she making the top management aware 

about the difficulties in reformulating contacts with clients into the documentation templates. The 

top management respond was that Inger did not have the right qualification if she couldn’t use the 

document template. Inger describes that there is many diverse document process that the social 

advisors have to consider in order to ensure the quality of the work. There are two types of 

documentations templates, the statutory documentation and the documentation required of 

Stockholm’s municipality governance model. Stockholm’s cities governance model is called 

results-based management
8
, which means that Ingers work task has to be label in to activities, 

outcomes, earnings and effects. The vision behind the management model is to transform and 

translate Inger personal work process and experience to become a part of the organization way of 

working.  Inger believes that it is important that all functions in the organization describes and 

document their work process and tasks in order to become more effective. On the other hand, she 

thinks that the result-based management model is built up on a simplistic idea that everything can 

be evaluated and monitored. She describes  

  

                                                           
8
 “Definition of  Result-based management model: “taking the focus away from the business's internal 

processes to always ask what the target audience will get out […] Create focus on effects, the logic of the 

business and optimize existing control instrument” (Ramböll Management, project owner, cited in Mattson 

2014, p. 93) 
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“It's like they really think that just because it written down, it is quality assured. But that 

does not need to mean that you really do what you say. One can be good at writing”  

    (Mattson 2014, p. 93).  

 

Ingers explains (in Mattson, 2014) that the client is supposed to evaluate her work and she is 

questions if this is possible “the client have been dependent on me. How are they supposed to be 

openly critical in an evaluation? The results-based management model does not take this in 

account, according to Inger and that the management system therefore does not describe the 

reality. Inger describes (in Mattson, 2014) that today she is focusing on and spending time 

creating formulations of the work to fit in to the documentation templates and she is getting 

desperate. She is explaining; “we know what we want and should do, but how ensures that? “ 

(Mattson 2014, p. 93). Inger is underling that not all of the policy documents are poorly 

formulated and time consuming. Her department is governance by central document policy’s that 

gives directions on the objectives of the department and on how many clients they are required to 

meet. Inger feel that as long as she meets these requirements, which are the basic document 

requirements for the department, the top management is satisfied with the department's 

performance. So she questioning why she should spend important time that could be spent with 

clients filling in documents;  

 

“we need this time to the things of everyday work life. Talking therapy and 

methodological developments and stay in touch with clients. The documentation is 

competing for the time and the employees think it's really sad” 

(Mattson 2014, p. 94).  

 

Inger finish the interview (in Mattson, 2014)  by saying that she feels that when she question of 

the current management system is it considered like she does not have the competency and that 

she is old fashion. She does not consider herself like old fashion, “it was not better before” 

(Mattson 2014, p. 94) but she wants to the system's objective come true, give accurate feedback 
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on how well the employees are preforming and if the quality is increasing. She wants to believe 

and she also feels the pressure to believe that current management will reach its objectives. She 

explains;  

“That's the journey there that may be more difficult. But it is just to do it and look happy”

      (Mattson 2014, p. 94). 

 

4.3 Interview with representatives from county council  

 

Myndigheten för vårdanalys
9
 (MFV) (2013) conducted 49 interviews with county councils 

representatives. Majority of them had a management position. The aim of the study was to 

identify improvement areas in the physicals time and skills in order to increase the efficiency and 

the quality.    

MFV (2013) is stressing that during the 1990 the public sector downsized the administration staff 

and it led to an increased administrations task for the doctors and nurses. This has led that doctors 

and nurses spend more and more time on administration. Also technological developments have 

affected the level of administration that doctors and medical professionals are performing. 

Previously doctors or medical professionals did not in the same amount have access to the 

management system and could therefore undertake these tasks. Now the IT systems are 

accessible for doctors and medical professionals and it is therefore easier taking on administrative 

tasks. A representative (in MFV, 2013) from a county councils describes the need for change; 

“One might think that there are little things to pick up mail, make sure there's envelope, write 

invitations and send them to the post office etc., but they are things that someone else can do” 

(MFV, 2013 p. 90). The interview with representative from the county councils shows that 

without affecting the quality negative, many administrative tasks that the doctor does, could be 

done by other staff member. One of the represent (in MFV, 2013) explains his position; 

                                                           
9 Agency for Health Care Analysis, is an govern organization. “The mission includes analyzing how health 

and care services work, as well as reviewing how effective Governmental commitments and activities are in 
the area. The Swedish Agency for Health and Care Services Analysis must also assist the Swedish 
government with advisory support and recommendations for making the operations and governance of state-
run institutions more effective” (http://www.vardanalys.se/Support/In-English/Mission/[2014-05-06] . 
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“in terms of the quality registry, it is part doctors who sit and do it. Which I think is 

quite... it is a typical example that is done out of habit, because they do not think it will be 

correctly completed otherwise, but it gets even better filled and more carefully and is 

much faster if the secretary makes it, that has a care administrative training”  

    (MFV, 2013 p. 92). 

MFV (2013) present in the study that other medical staff and representative from the county 

councils believes that other medical staff could take over several tasks from the doctor in order to 

lower the number of administrative and medical care task for the doctors. Several representatives 

for the county councils describe (in MFV, 2013) that the progress is going slowly and is lacking 

in structure.  

“we must become smarter at using physicians time in a more efficient manner so that they 

meet more patients […] You asked before if there are tasks that could be transferred from 

physician to others? Yes, there are lots of tasks, but why is it so slow?    

   (MFV, 2013 p. 99). 

In the interview, the majority of informants describes (in MFV, 2013) that there are traditions and 

habits that hinder the work of transferring tasks from doctors to other health professionals and 

administrative staff. Several of representatives from the county councils describes that the impact 

from tradition is a negative impact on the progress.  

“It is mostly informal and cultural barriers. There are influential people who can say 

"this is how I have always worked and I am thinking keep it up until I retire.”  

(MFV, 2013 p. 100). 

“many do not want to relinquish responsibility. How you have thought all these years, is 

guiding the attitude we have. It may not always be so logical all the time, there are 

perhaps no formal obstacles, but we have put obstacles in the system, by tradition.                  

(MFV, 2013 p. 100). 

One other hinder connected to tradition and habits are the patients accustomed to seeing a doctor 

at the first visit, which also prevents a transfer of task from the doctor to nurses or other medical 

staff. Representatives from the county councils (in MFV, 2013) agreed on that a strong 
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profession also is a hinder for the transferring of work task. The county councils representatives’ 

(in MFV, 2013) experienced that in the medical profession there is a strong culture of prestige, 

which might hinder the development.  

“we are talking about professionals who are very trained in an individual perspective. We 

have been educated in that it is I and my professionalism; it is I who should be supremely 

talented and caring for my patient. In such a culture, we must constantly work to widen 

our perspective”  

                 (MFV, 2013 p. 102). 

Several representatives from the county councils (in MFV, 2013) describe the union as a hold 

back for the transfer. Different unions are looking after their members’ interest and create an 

environment where cooperation is prevented.  

“my experience is that they (unions) often refer to the Socialstyrelsen
10

. “This we cannot 

do” and almost every time you look it up, you certain con do that. It is a union argument 

for the guild, whatever it may be, has the right to do so and is there no time to do a task, 

they (the union members) cannot hand over the task, but the argument is that they (the 

medical staff) need to be more”  

          (MFV, 2013 p. 102).   

The county councils representatives (in MFV, 2013) also identify resistant in different 

professional groups to transfer task and take over the responsibility from the doctors. One reason 

to the resistant might be that extra responsibility does not always mean higher salary, which does 

not create an extra motivation to take over tasks. Furthermore, the representatives from the 

county councils (in MFV, 2013)  describes that there are legal restrictions and rules on what task 

can get transfer, but “the main problem seem to be uncertainty about how the rules should be 

interpreted” (MFV, 2013 p. 102). Several people experience no clear guidelines suitable work 

task for different professional groups. The county council describes a lack of knowledge on how 

                                                           
10 Socialstyrelsen: “The National Board of Health and Welfare (Socialstyrelsen) is a government agency in 

Sweden under the Ministry of Health and Social Affairs ”(www.socialstyrelsen.se/english).  
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the legal restrictions should be interpreted and are requesting a guideline. Two represent from the 

county councils (in MFV, 2013) describes the situation;  

“The question has been in my head; who has decided that only doctors may remit to X-

rays? It would be great if one of the national level came with good example. Who gets to 

do what? We have a lot of ideas in caring about who gets to do what. There are probably 

a number of practical things you can clarify that for example is ok to a nurse doing 

instead of a doctor.” 

 (MFV, 2013 p. 104).  

 

“we have quite a lot of freedom in healthcare to delegate tasks […] With trained 

personnel, there are no obstacles. I do not think we use all opportunities that are 

available. It is about lack of knowledge, uncertainty, insecurity, fear of it going wrong. I 

think it's more about that than the rigidity of legislation.” 

          (MFV, 2013 p. 104).  
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5  Analyzing the interviews 

 

In this chapter, I describe how organizational patterns and employee behavior is related to the 

theoretical framework. In the analyze I found five categories that I interpreted from the interview. 

I choose to name the categories; Unclear objectives, Counterproductive behavior, loss of 

confidence and respect and ambiguity.  

5.1 Unclear objectives 

  

Kim and Nour (in Brolin & Fonseca, 2014) declare that the management is mainly focusing on 

controlling the economy. Kim describes the focus on the cost more than the main objectives of 

the organization have made the goal for the organization unclear and confusing. Also Nour 

explain a situation when the management tried to control what treatment Nour recommended 

because of the tight budget. Robin (in Brolin & Fonseca, 2014) interprets the micromanagement 

that the management and the politician’s execute is because of lack of trust for the social advisor 

profession. Robin emphasize that the social advisors are hired because of their profession, but 

then it seems that the municipality does not have any confidence in their profession to execute 

and perform. Robin finds it interesting “to hire people who you then do not have the confidence 

to perform the work that you have [brought in] instructed them to do” (Brolin & Fonseca, 2014 

p. 38). Almqvist (2006) underlines that the aim with NPM is shift the focus for the management 

from the process to the result. The management should focus on the objectives and the operate 

level should have the responsibility for the performance. Hasselbladh, Bejerot och Gustavsson 

(2008) emphasizes that there has been an increased focus on cost in the public sector since the 

late part of the 1980. The responsibility over the budget balance has been decentralized down in 

the organization, which has created a focus on cost in the different department. Greuning (1998, 

cited in Almqvist, 2006, p. 28) describes that the aim with implementing NPM was to make the 

public sector more rational in their management practices. Rational management emphasize that 

the “responsibility for the resources to be a lesser degree based on trust and a greater extent on 

the management, control and monitoring” (Greuning, 1998, cited in Almqvist, 2006, p. 28).  
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Kim (in Brolin & Fonseca, 2014)  that has extensive work experience describes that her 

profession as a social advisor gives her focus and a direction; “the client's best interests in mind 

and work so that clients get the best possible help for the problems that the client has” (Brolin & 

Fonseca, 2014 p. 28). Thoits (1991, cited in Semmer et alt, 2010, p. 73) describes that for many 

employees there is a close relationship between professional role and social identity, which 

creates a professional identity. The professional identity gives the employee a guide, “a sense of 

meaning and purpose” (Thoits 1991, cited in Semmer et alt, 2010, p. 73). Furthermore, Kim 

illustrates (in Brolin & Fonseca, 2014) that there is a different definition of what a good result is 

between the social advisors and the management. Kim describes that the management puts a 

higher value in that the budget is in balance than that the clients get the treatment and services 

they need. Kim on the other hand, defines a good job when the client is in a better situation than 

before they sought help and considers the role of a professional social advisor is to point out what 

is best for the client. Robin (in Brolin & Fonseca, 2014) has created an own way of handling the 

control from the management in order to overcome the different views on the objectives. Robin 

chooses to isolate from the work group in order to create self-determination over the work and 

also be able to work more effective. On the other hand, Robin feels that this strategy creates a 

feeling of being along and stressed. Semmer, Tschan, Meier, Facchin and Jacobshagen (2010) are 

stressing that interference on employees professional identity might lead to a counterproductive 

behavior that does not benefit the organization.   

5.2 Counterproductive behavior 

 

Nour (in Brolin & Fonseca, 2014) is questioning some of the administration and the 

documentation that the social advisor is required to do and stresses that the documentation 

sometime is done just done for the systems sake. Charlie (in Brolin & Fonseca, 2014)  interpret 

that the administrative task is not aligns with Charlie’s interpretation of a professional social 

advisor.  Charlie say that "I almost can be happy when people cancel an appointment, because 

then you have time to write instead. Which is totally bizarre [...] because that's not why you, or 

not because at least I qualified myself to this [...] ". Due to the high amount of administrative task 

Charlie is considering to leave the organization. Charlie is explaining that he is “going to the 

employment office website every night and look for other jobs [...] there is no need to document 
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how much ... "(Brolin & Fonseca, 2014 p. 42). Illegitimate task is described by Semmer et alt 

(2010) “work task that are not associated with the core of one´s occupation or professional 

identity” (Semmer et alt, 2010 p. 263). Björk, Bejerot, Jacobshagen and Härenstam (2014) 

describes that illegitimate task might create a feeling of being despises by the management 

because the employees has to deal with illegitimate tasks. This feeling might lead to the 

organization a counterproductive behavior that will harm the organization.  

 

Kim (in Brolin & Fonseca, 2014) on the other hand, describes the advantages with the 

documentation. The information is now more accessible to collogues and less independent on the 

individual social advisor but Kim also underline that there has to be a balance in the 

documentation. Inger (in Brolin & Fonseca, 2014) also highlighting that it is important that all 

functions in the organization describes and documents their work process. Inger believes that the 

organization becomes more effective when there is a systematic documentation. Horstein and 

Guerre (2006) describes that bureaucratic organizations tend to have higher crew turnover due to 

low degree of support and respect. This might “cause anxiety, which, together with low job 

satisfaction, creates their intentation to change jobs” (ibid, p.3). Styhre (2009) on the other hand, 

emphasis that a bureaucratic organization structure has some advantages and cannot be judge as 

an unsustainable and old fashion way of organizing.  

5.3 Loss of confidence 

 

Inger (in Brolin & Fonseca, 2014) is also questioning if the documentation makes sense as it 

might not always mirror the reality. “It's like they really think that just because it written down, it 

is quality assured. But that does not need to mean that you really do what you say. One can be 

good at writing” (Mattson 2014, p. 93). Inger also underline the problems with measuring the 

quality. She describes that the clients that are dependent on Ingers decisions are asked to 

critically judge Ingers service in order to measure the quality. Ehn (in Krus 2011, cited in Hall, 

2012 p. 22) stresses that the role of the officials in the public administration in Sweden is 

development in to a “new bureaucratic official role” (Translated from Nybyråkratisk 

tjänstemannaroll”). In the new role it is more important to “presenting the results in a correct 

manner than to actually achieve these results (Ehn, in Krus 2011, cited in Hall, 2012 p. 22). The 
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control and reporting system has been implemented to ensure that the organization is effective; 

therefore, the focus how to on present the results rather than achieving results, created a 

counterproductive result.  

 

Charlie (in Brolin & Fonseca, 2014) interprets that management expects that the social advisors 

should get involved in the development of administrative procedures. Charlie describes that he 

tries “to accomplish the job I have, and then I keep a low profile in the rest [...]" (Brolin & 

Fonseca, 2014 p. 34). The reason behind the behavior is that Charlie does not think that the 

professional role includes development of administrative procedures. Alex (in Brolin & Fonseca, 

2014)  is describing that the administrative task is taking time from the clients and the feeling to 

be an administrator instead of a social advisor sometimes occurs. Alex describes that; “it's people 

who are in vulnerable situations who need support, that's why [...] they are here but I have barely 

time to meet with them [...](Brolin & Fonseca, 2014 p. 30). Semmer et alt (2010) describes that 

members in an organization have different roles, which indicate what can be expected of the 

person. On the other hand, different roles also indicate what cannot be expected during a normal 

situation of the person, which can define as the professional role. Charlie (in Brolin & Fonseca, 

2014)  feels that the management has a different view over what a professional social advisor is 

and that these two different pictures lower Charlie’s self-esteem due to the low support and lack 

of trust from the management. Thoits (1991) describes that illegitimate task or events can lower 

the self-esteem and the feeling of pride. Thoits (1991) call this stress “Identity-threatening 

stressors” (Thoits 1991, cited in Semmer et alt, 2010, p. 73).  

 

Ingers (in Brolin & Fonseca, 2014) current work position is as a supervisor for a social 

department, is also questioning the amount of administration. Inger feels that as long as the basic 

requirements are met, the top management is satisfied. She describes that “we need this time to 

the things of everyday work life. Talking therapy and methodological developments and stay in 

touch with clients. The documentation is competing for the time and the employees think it's 

really sad” (Mattson 2014, p. 94). Inger describes that she feels that when she question of the 

current management system is it considered like she does not have the competency and that she is 

old fashion. Björk et alt (2014) argue that one can assume that operational managers should have 

the authority to delegate illegitimate task to subordinate and therefore perceive lower degree of 
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illegitimate task. However, Björk et alt (2014) study shows that illegitimate task was existing in 

front-line and middle managers in the public sector and that it is increased with perceived 

organizational shortages. Organizational shortages can be strategic decisions that are not worked 

through before they are implemented and unclear work responsibilities.  

5.4 Respect and uncertainty  

 

Representatives from the county councils describes (in MFV, 2013)  that some of the medical and 

administrative task that the doctor does could be transferred to other medical and/or 

administrative staff, but the transfer hinder for different reason. Traditions, habits, the 

organizational culture and informal groups were described by the county councils as hinders. One 

represent describes that “there are influential people who can say; this is how I have always 

worked and I am thinking keep it up until I retire.” (MFV, 2013 p. 100). Another represent 

describes (in MFV, 2013)   that there is a strong culture of prestige in the medical profession. The 

prestige might hinder the transfer because the medical profession values the individual 

performance. “We have been educated in that it is I and my professionalism; it is I who should be 

supremely talented and caring for my patient” (MFV, 2013 p. 102). Whorton & Worthley (1981) 

describes that every organization has a culture that affects the individual in the organization. The 

culture can give the employee a direction of what is important and who is important. A strong 

culture can also be seen as the dominant group values and it can also suppress individual 

members that question the current culture. 

Representatives for the county councils describes (in MFV, 2013)   that there are legal 

restrictions that might hinder the transfer of task, but on the other hand, the main issue is how to 

interpret law and regulations. One represent (in MFV, 2013)   is questioning; who has decided 

that only doctors may remit to X-rays?” (MFV, 2013 p.104). Another representative (in MFV, 

2013) feels that they do not take advantage of all the possibilities to transfer and explain that it is 

a “lack of knowledge, uncertainty, insecurity or fear of it going wrong” (MFV, 2013 p. 104).) 

The representatives (in MFV, 2013) also identified a stakeholder that was perceived a hinder for 

development. One of the represents describes that the stakeholder refers to regulations and 

recommendation from Socials tyrelsen in order to look after their and their member’s interest. 
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Whorton & Worthley (1981) describes that the employee “cognitive map” (Weick, 1977 cited in 

Whorton & Worthley, 1981, p. 359) directs the employee’s on how the work should be organized 

and executed. When an organization is directed and controlled by law and other restrictions, it 

tends to create reasoning where the employee defends his or her actions with reference to the law 

or regulations if the action is against the employee’s common sense (Whorton & Worthley, 

1981). 
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6 Discussion and conclusion  

 

In this chapter the aim is to answer the research questions in the study. The overall research 

question is:  

Assuming that the organizational patterns of the public sector are specific to this sector, 

what is the impact of such patterns; i.e. culture, logic of thinking and logic of action on 

the members of these organizations in term of behavioral patterns such as openness, 

creative initiatives and pro-acting behavior? 

The second question:  

Within the frame of the overall research question, what are the possibilities of a leader to 

create and promote creativity and innovative behavior in the organization?   

I learnt that since begin of the 90’s there has been an increased focus on cost in the public sector 

which has an effect on the employees as they interpret the objective of the organization as 

unclear. The interviewees describes that the management is mainly focusing on cost control, but 

the interviewees understand their main objectives are to help people to a better life. Minimizing 

cost and a budget in balance seems to be the core and main objectives in the organization. The 

focus on cost seems to collide with the employee’s professional identity. This might lead to a 

counterproductive behavior where the employees choose to work after what is best for him or 

her, not for what is best for the organization.  

Furthermore, I can see that the employees interpret the administration and documentation as 

illegitimate task, but some of them also mention the positive aspects of the administration and 

documentation. As I understand it, it seems like the employees are asking what the 

documentation is for. I can see that there is a tendency of presenting results that do not present 

the reality, just because the results need to get presented and evaluated. One of the interviews 

describes that the management is micro managing due to the control procedures and this create a 

feeling of being mistrust. This might be an affect due to the implementation and development of 

NPM which emphasis responsibility through control and monitoring and less through trust.  
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I can also see that the management is trying to motivate the employees to participate in 

developing of administrative procedures. The management focus on administration and 

documentation, and the employee’s identification with professional role create a lower self-

esteem. One reason might be that the management cannot give the social advisors the support 

they need, as they are focusing on two different objectives. One employee describes that the 

management does not understand or consider criticism that the current management system 

affecting the quality negative. Furthermore, the culture in the organization might affect the 

employee’s pro-active behavior. Representatives from county councils describe an individual and 

prestige filled culture, where inaction might be explained by an unclear legal restrictions. This 

might to create an uncertainty of what is possible to do and a tendency to preserve status quo and 

not motivate a pro-active behavior. This might also create a culture where pro-active behavior is 

not stimulated as new attempt might fail which can lead to a loss of status. Therefore it might be 

more comfortable to stay inside current frame. 

6.1 Final reflections 

 

Through this research I understood the complexity in a public organization. One of the questions 

I ask myself in the end of this research that didn´t revealed in the beginning is, who is the leader 

and who is the followers in a public sector? Who leads who, and who is the “accountable” leader 

for the environment in a public organization? Is it the top management, middle managers or is it 

the stakeholder
11

 that is the leaders? Or are the stakeholder, the leaders and the top management 

and middle managers the followers? Why I ask these questions is because an open, creative and 

pro-active behavior is foster and enhance by several factors. Amabile (1997) identify six factors 

in the work environment that foster and enhance creativity. Encouragement from organization 

and supervisory, positive climate in the work group, appropriate resource, freedom and 

challenging work task are elements that affect the individual creativity which is closely related to 

organizational creativity. If we assign the leader position to the top management, they are the 

responsible one. But, maybe the stakeholders has the same impact on the public organization and 

there for also responsible the development in the public sector.  

                                                           
11

 Petterson, Läppanen, Jönsson and Tranqvist (2006) identifies eigth stakeholder that influence a public 
organization; the clients, the public, unions, private organizations, other public organization, researchers, 
employees in the organization and political parties. 
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Do the stakeholders encourage the public sector to explore new possibilities or do they want them 

to stay with in status quo? Do the stakeholders give them appropriate resources or do the 

stakeholders want to lower the budget? Do the stakeholders give appropriate amount of freedom 

and challenge work task or do the stakeholders require so much transparency that the public 

sector leave their core objectives and produce documents? Maybe the stakeholders can be seen as 

co-creator of the environment and therefore also responsible for it.  

Another question that arises during the end of the research processes is; what is the main purpose 

with the documentation and monitoring? To improve the quality or is it so the management can 

have a personal backup and “show” that they done what they should do in case something goes 

wrong? If that’s the case, does the management need for documentation come from mistrust from 

their leaders higher up in the hierarchy? Can it be that “top” leaders are feeling and interpret that 

they are mistrust by their stakeholders and therefor signals the need for control down in the 

organization? Do the stakeholders trust the “top” leaders?  

I'm not emphasizing that the public sector should or can leave the bureaucratic management 

system. The public sector should, from my point of view, be transparent and democratic, which 

can be achieved through documentation of the work and high compliance with various laws and 

regulations. But, I stresses that the public sector needs to develop a basic structure that enhances 

the employee’s openness, creative and pro-active behavior. Isaksen and Ekvall (2010) underline 

the need of a trustful and open environment to stimulate a pro-active and creative behavior. A 

balance between trust and control from all parts can be a way of enhancing a pro-active behavior 

in the employee in the public sector. I consider that there is a possibility for the public sector to 

use the employee’s creative and pro-active behavior in order to increase the quality in the public 

sector service. From another point of view, an organization in an environment that has high 

compliance to the law and regulation might not be an arena where creativity is wanted or can be 

enhanced. But, I believe that the public sector can exploit the professional’s openness, creative 

and pro-active behavior even with these restrictions. A future research area might be to explore 

how the stakeholders views on creativity and innovation in the public sector as they might be a 

co-creator of the environment in public sector. Another interesting area would be to explore any 

possibly impact from the stakeholders on the leader’s openness, creative initiatives and pro-acting 

behavior.  
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